
Entrepreneurship - Cookie Business

My First Cookie Business Badge 
and Cookie Goal Setter Badge

My Cookie Venture Badge, Cookie 
Innovator Badge, and Cookie 

Market Researcher Badge

My Cookie Customers Badge and 
Cookie Decision Maker Badge

My Cookie Network Badge 
and Cookie Boss Badge

Cookie Collaborator Badge and 
My Cookie Team Badge

Cookie Influencer Badge and My 
Cookie Business Resume Badge

Badge 1-Shapes in Nature Badge 2-Numbers in Nature Badge 3-Design with Nature

Program Rollout 2021

STEM - Math in Nature

The revised Cookie Business badges are the best way for girls to develop business skills and learn to 
think like entrepreneurs as they run their own business. Earning a Cookie Business badge gives girls 
a chance to reach new heights and unleash their potential as they work together with their troop to 
achieve team goals.

Math in Nature Badge 1–Shapes in Nature: Girl Scouts observe and track the world around them, 
going on scavenger hunts in nature to find shapes and patterns in natural objects. They learn about 
concepts like symmetry and tessellation. 

Math in Nature Badge 2–Numbers in Nature: Girl Scouts explore time and measurement as they use 
math to understand more about the natural world around them. They do activities such as listen to 
crickets to tell the temperature and create their own natural units of measure. 

Math in Nature Badge 3–Design with Nature: Girl Scouts use all they’ve learned to do and create 
things for the outdoors, such as nectar feeders for butterflies or hummingbirds and hiking maps.
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STEM - Digital Leadership
At each level, Girl Scouts look at what a community and leader is both online and in the real world. 
They consider how they already use technology and how they can use it to empower themselves 
and others. They learn digital literacy basics like not sharing personal information as well as digital 
wellness skills as they consider how to react and respond to situations like bullying and digital 
advertising. They then use all they’ve learned to create a digital product to raise awareness about a 
topic or cause they care about.  

Global Action - Year 1 & 2

The Global Action award continues to focus on the 13 global Sustainable Development Goals. This year Girl Scouts are 
focusing on Goal 3: Health & Well-Being and Goal 11: Sustainable Cities & Communities.

Year 1

Year 2


